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2nd
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ZIMBABWE MEDIA COMMISSION

4th
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BROADCASTING AUTHORITY OF ZIMBABWE

5th

RESPONDENT

RESPONDENT

COURT APPLICATION
FOR A MANDATORY INTERDICT
AND A DECLARATORY ORDER

TAKE notice that the Applicants intend to apply to the High Court at
Masvingo for an Order in terms of the Draft Order annexed to this notice
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DISTRIBUTED BY VERITAS
e-mail: veritas@mango.zw; website: www.veritaszim.net
Veritas makes every effort to ensure the provision of reliable information,
but cannot take legal responsibility for information supplied.

and that the accompanying affidavits and documents will be used in
support of the application.
If you intend to oppose this application you will have to file a Notice of
Opposition in Form No. 29A, together with one or more opposing
affidavits, with the Registrar of the High Court at Masvingo within 5 days
after the date on which this notice was served upon you. You will also
have to serve a copy of the Notice of Opposition and affidavit/s on the
applicant at the address for service specified below. Your affidavits may
have annexed to the documents verifying the facts set out in the
\

affidavits.
If you do not file an opposing affidavit within the period specified above,
this application will be set down for hearing in the High Court at
Masvingo without further notice to you and will be dealt with as an
unopposed application.
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Dated at HARARE thi§291n day of MAY 2018
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Applicants' Legal Practitioners
c/o Matutu & Mureri
FBC Building
179 Robertson Street
MASVINGO [DC/MM]

TO:

THE REGISTRAR
The High Court of Zimbabwe
MASVINGO
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AND
TO:

ZIMBABWE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Respondent
1 Northend Road
Pockets Hill
Highlands
1st

HARARE
AND
TO:

ZIMBABWE NEWSPAPERS (1980) LTD
2"ct Respondent
Herald House
Cnr George Silundika & Sam Nujoma

HARARE
AND
TO:

ZIMBABWE ELECTORAL COMMISSION
3rct Respondent
Mahachi Quantum Building
No. 1 Nelson Mandela Avenue

HARARE
AND
TO:

ZIMBABWE MEDIA COMMISSION
Respondent
Media Centre
Rainbow Towers Grounds,
P 0 Box BE33,
Belvedere

4th

HARARE
AND
TO:

BROADCASTING AUTHORITY OF ZIMBABWE
Respondent
27 Boscobel Drive West,
Highlands,
5th

HARARE
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF ZIMBABWE
HELD AT MASVINGO

CASE NO.

/18

In the matter between:

FIRINNE TRUST operating as VERITAS

1st APPLICANT

And

ZIMBABWE BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

1st RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE NEWSPAPERS (1980) LIMITED

2nct RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE ELECTORAL COMMISSION

3'ct RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE MEDIA COMMISSION

4th

RESPONDENT

BROADCASTING AUTHORITY OF ZIMBABWE

5th

RESPONDENT

FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT OF VALERIE INGHAM-THORPE

GENERAL
I, VALERIE INGHAM-THORPE, hereby make oath and state the
following:
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1. The facts which I state in this affidavit are within my personal
knowledge and are true and correct, to the best of my recollection.
Where I make averments on the law, I do so on the advice of my
legal practitioners, which advice I embrace.

PARTIES

2. I am an adult female and I am the Second Applicant in the present
matter and the Executive Director of the First Applicant, on whose
behalf I have been authorised by the Board of Trustees to bring this
application on their behalf and on behalf of the beneficiaries of the
trust. I have attached a copy of the resolution of the First Applicant's
Board of Trustees as Annexure "A". I am a citizen of Zimbabwe
and a registered voter. My address for service is care of the
undersigned legal practitioners.

3. The First Applicant is FIRINNE TRUST, operating under the name
VERITAS, that is, the trustees for the time being of a trust who wish

to bring this application in the name of the trust, as per Order 2A,
Rule 8 of the High Court Rules, 1971. It is a trust duly registered in
Zimbabwe that works in the field of human rights and the general
promotion of the rule of law and constitutionalism in Zimbabwe.
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4. The Third Applicant is BRIAN DESMOND CROZIER, a Trustee of
the First Applicant.

He is an adult citizen of Zimbabwe and a

registered voter. His address for service is care of the undersigned
legal practitioners.

5. The address for service for the Applicants in this matter is care of
their

legal

practitioners

MTETWA

& NYAMBIRAI

LEGAL

PRACTITIONERS c/o Matatu & Mureri, FBC Building, 179
Robertson Street, Masvingo.

6. The First Respondent is the ZIMBABWE BROADCASTING

CORPORATION a public broadcaster established in terms of
section 3 of the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation Act [Chapter
f

1

12:01]. The First Respondent is wholly owned and/or controlled by

the Government of Zimbabwe or by nominees of the Government of
Zimbabwe. It is defined as a public broadcaster by section 2 of the
Broadcasting Services Act [Chapter 12:06]. Its address for service
is 1 Northend Road, Pockets Hill, Highlands, Harare.

7. The Second Respondent is ZIMBABWE NEWSPAPERS (1980)

LTO a publicly listed company in which the Government of
6

Zimbabwe and/or its nominees have a controlling shareholding. As
such, the Second Respondent falls within the meaning of "Stateowned media" in section 61 (4) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe. The
Second Respondent publishes thirteen (13) newspaper titles
including The Herald, The Chronicle, The Sunday Mail and The

Sunday Times and it runs a Broadcasting Division. Its address for
service is Herald House, Cnr George Silundika & Sam Nujoma,
Harare.

8. The

Third

Respondent

is

the

ZIMBABWE

ELECTORAL

COMMISSION, a body corporate that is established by section 238
of the Constitution of Zimbabwe and regulated by Part II of the
Electoral Act [Chapter 2:13]. In terms of section 319 of the
Constitution and section 4A ( 1) of the Electoral Act [Chapter 2: 13],
the Respondent may be sued in its own name, and may perform all
acts that bodies corporate may by law perform. The address of
service for the Third Respondent is Mahachi Quantum Building, No.
1 Nelson Mandela Avenue, Harare.

9. The Fourth Respondent is the ZIMBABWE MEDIA COMMISSION,
a body corporate that is established by section 248 of the
Constitution of Zimbabwe. It is mandated by section 249 of the
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Constitution to uphold, promote and develop freedom of the media
and in particular, by section 160K of the Electoral Act, to assist the
Third Respondent, if requested to do so, with monitoring the media
during an election period. Its address for service is Media Centre
Rainbow Towers Grounds, P 0 Box BE33, Belvedere, Harare.

10. The Fifth Respondent is the BROADCASTING AUTHORITY OF

ZIMBABWE,

an authority established by section 3 of the

Broadcasting Services Act [Chapter 12:06] and mandated by
section 160K of the Electoral Act, to assist the Third Respondent, if
requested to do so, with monitoring the media during an election
period. Its address for service is 27 Boscobel Drive West, Highlands,
Harare.

NATURE OF THE APPLICATION
11. This is a court application for a mandatory interdict to compel the

Respondents to comply with the provisions of the Constitution of
Zimbabwe relating to freedom of the media and access to
information and to respect the right to free and fair elections by
complying with the electoral law. Specifically, the Applicants seek
an order compelling the First and Second Respondents to ensure
that their broadcasts, reporting and other communications are
8

impartial, present divergent views and dissenting opinions and that
their editorial content is determined independently and an order
declaring that failure to do so constitutes a violation of section 61 (4)
of the Constitution of Zimbabwe. Additionally, the Applicants seek
an order compelling the First and Second Respondents to
immediately afford all political parties and independent candidates
free access to all of their broadcasting services and for the Third
Respondent to make regulations as prescribed by section 160G(2)
of the Electoral Act to facilitate that access. The Applicants also seek
an order compelling the First and Second Respondents to comply
with all of the provisions of section 160J of the Electoral Act
throughout the election period. The Applicants seek an order
compelling the Third Respondent to disclose precisely how it is
going to monitor the news media during the election period, what
criteria it will use to ensure that news reporting is fair and that the
public media in particular comply with their obligations under the
Constitution and for the Fourth and Fifth Respondents to provide
any assistance they may be requested to provide by the Third
Respondent. Lastly, the Applicants seek an order compelling the
Fourth Respondent to disclose immediately what action it will take
against any journalists or persons employed in the media have
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breached the law and to take such action where violations have
taken place.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
12. Zimbabwe has long-suffered from biased, partisan and inequitable
reporting by State-owned media. This dates back to the colonial
period when the Rhodesia Broadcasting Corporation was used as
mouthpieces for the colonial regime. After Zimbabwe attained
independence in 1980, the colonial State-owned media houses
were taken over by the new government and while their names
were changed, sadly, little else did. The State-owned media
continued to produce biased, partisan and inequitable reporting in
favour of the government of the day (and the ruling party, ZANU
PF) while sidelining or denigrating the opposition.

13. Typically, this trend becomes even worse close to elections. In its
report on the media landscape during the 2013 election, the Third
Respondent's Media Monitoring Committee acknowledged the
biased reporting of the Second Respondent. The relevant pages of
the report are attached as Annexure "B". Below are a series of
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extracts from the report relating to the Second Respondent's
coverage of the elections:

"1.2. Publications under the Zimpapers' stable endorsed
Zanu-PF as their preferred political party and President
Mugabe as their preferred choice of a presidential candidate.
The publications' editorial intent was clearly on the support
and articulation of Zanu-PF political stance on all issues. The
publications adopted a stance of discrediting other political
parties with MDC- T being the opposition of choice."

"1. 8. 5.2. The lim papers stable's reportage was aimed at
propagating Zanu-PF giving detailed information on the
party's activities. The stable presented Zanu-PF as the only
party that would win the forthcoming elections as it stood to
guarantee the gains of independence. While other parties
were covered by the stable, the stories were meant to discredit
the MDC- T as a western sponsored party with nothing to offer
to the electorate.

"2.3.5. On the other hand, the public media carried the voice
of Zanu-PF and presented it as the only party that could
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guarantee the protection of the values of the country as the
MDC formations were just fronts for foreign powers bent on
reversing the gains of independence. The political position of
Zanu-PF was well articulated and amplified by publications
under the Zimpapers stable. Some news reports together with
some opinion pieces resorted to the use of hate speech and
inflammatory language when referring to other parties, civic
groups and political personalities. The publication paid a blind
eye to some issues of intra-party violence, allegations of
factionalism and some incidences alleged by the independent
media. The public media projected a Zanu-PF roll at the polls
quoting past research works done by some bodies."

14. The Third Respondent concluded its report by saying that the two
major political parties (ZANU PF and MDC-T) ended up receiving
fair and balanced coverage by the mainstream media because the
independent newspapers carried a more anti-ZANU PF and proMDC-T editorial slant and so this balanced out the pro-ZANU PF
slant of the public media. However, this analysis totally misses the
point that in terms of section 61 (4) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe
State-owned media houses have a special constitutional obligation
to be impartial, equitable, and unbiased regardless of the actions
12

of other media houses. Certainly, it is regrettable if independent
papers are not impartial but it does not discharge the constitutional
obligations on public media houses to be impartial.

15. The reason for the special constitutional obligation on State-owned
media is self-evident: State-owned media has the backing of the
full might of the State and therefore has added responsibility not to
use that advantage to support the government of the day or the
ruling party.

State-owned media also has the financial and

regulatory backing of the State. Although our Constitution allows
for horizontal application of rights, the duty to respect, protect,
promote and fulfil human rights falls first and foremost on the State.
Therefore, it makes sense that section 61(4) places special
obligations on State-owned media that it does not impose on
independent media houses.

16. Additionally, the State-owned media has a monopoly over
electronic media which reaches the majority of people in
Zimbabwe. The First Respondent has an absolute monopoly over
local television broadcasting and the First and Second Respondent
have a virtual monopoly over radio broadcasting. Leaving aside for
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now the fact that that monopoly is in itself a violation of
constitutional rights and undermines media freedom, the simple
fact of the monopoly places an even greater responsibility on the
First and Second Respondent to act impartially, equitably and in an
unbiased manner in all television and radio broadcasting as they
provide the only access to media for many people in Zimbabwe.

(

17. In its report on Zimbabwe's 2013 elections, the African Union
Election Observation Mission (AUEOM) articulated the special role
that the First Respondent plays in elections as a public broadcaster
and noted its failure to fulfil that role. The relevant pages of the
report are attached hereto as Annexure "C". The report had this
to say about the First Respondent's coverage at paragraph 48 and
69:

"The AUEOM's emphasis, however, was on the function of the

public broadcaster which has a central role in elections,
in terms of the AU Charter (2007), to provide a platform for
airing political messages or news coverage emanating from
all political contestants. Further, the Constitution of Zimbabwe
provides fair opportunity for the presentation of divergent
views and opinions. In this regard, the AUEOM noted that the
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national broadcaster tended to provide live and in-depth
coverage largely to a single political party."

"The media remained highly polarised along parly lines and
generally biased in their reporling, in clear violation of Arlic/e
160 J of the Electoral Act. The AUEOM reiterates that the
State broadcaster could have provided a balanced
platform for all competing parties and alternative voices in

accordance with Arlic/e 17(3) of the African Charier on
Democracy, Elections and Governance (2007)."

18. In its recommendations the AUEOM had this to say about the
State-owned media at paragraph 82(h) of the report:

"The lack of/or limited access to the State Broadcaster was
one of the most persistent complaints from opposition parlies
and non-state actors in the pre-election and election phases,
and has been the subject of post-election disputes. The role
of the media, particularly, the state broadcaster has been
well articulated in relevant instruments of the AU as being
central and cardinal to levelling the playing field and
contributing to fair practices. The AUEOM observes that
15

this matter has formed the basis on much contestation in the
2013 Harmonised Elections therefore it is recommended
that

the

ZEC

scrupulously

enforces

the

relevant

regulations of the Electoral Act to afford alternative
voices and all political parties equitable access at all
times during elections."

19. The Electoral Commissions Forum of SADC Countries (ECFSADC) had the following to say about the media environment
during Zimbabwe's 2013 election at paragraph 3.8 of its Election
Observation Mission Report (the relevant pages of which are
attached hereto as Annexure "D"):

"The Mission noted with concern that in spite of the aboveprescribed monitoring mechanism, that coverage given to
political parties and their candidates were done in an openly
partisan and biased manner by both the public and private

media. It was observed that the public media (both print and
electronic) predominantly gave coverage to the activities,
rallies, and views of candidates from the ruling party,
ZANU-PF. The private media, on the other hand, was

observed to have been generally biased and sympathetic
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towards the opposition, specifically the MDC- T. Such kind of
coverage undoubtedly compromises the guiding principles of
equality, equity and fairness as enshrined in Zimbabwe's
domestic laws and some of the international, regional and
sub-regional instruments it signed up to."

20. The ECF-SADC election observation mission report made the
following recommendation relating to the media at paragraph 6.2.3:

"An effective level playing field should be created for fair
access to the media by parties and candidates during the
electoral process.

The regulatory framework should be

strengthened to adopt an enforceable code of conduct,
especially for state-owned media, to ensure balanced
{

coverage and reporting of electoral campaigns and related

issues."

21. These reports demonstrate the importance for the freeness and
fairness of elections that state-owned media is independent,
balanced, impartial and equitable towards all political actors. They
also demonstrate that the First and Second Respondents have
failed to honour these obligations in the past which has undermined
17

the credibility of Zimbabwe's prev1ous elections and been the
subject of criticism of the country's elections by the African Union
and the Electoral Commission Forum of SADC. They also
demonstrate that the problem has been acknowledged by the Third
Respondent and yet very little has been done to resolve the
problem.

AVERMENTS IN CONSIDERATION OF THE LAW

22. I contend that for the Applicant to succeed in the relief it seeks, it
must be demonstrated that the Applicant has a clear right which it
seeks to protect by means of an interdict, that there is a wellgrounded apprehension of harm to the Applicant, and that the
Applicant has no other satisfactory remedy. I will deal with each
these requirements in turn below which are the requirements for a
(

final interdict and also cover the requirements for a declaratory
order.
A clear right

23. The Applicants have a right to freedom of expression enshrined in
section 61 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe. In particular, section

61 (4) of the Constitution places a duty on all state-owned media of
communication that they must independently determine the
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editorial content of their broadcasts or communications, be
impartial and afford opportunity for the presentation of divergent
views and dissenting opinions. The Applicants, as citizens of
Zimbabwe, have a corresponding right that the First and Second
Respondents (being state-owned media houses) honour those
duties.

24. Furthermore, the Applicants have a right to a free and fair election
that is in compliance with the Constitution and the law, as per
section 67(1 )(a) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe. Therefore, the
Applicants have a right that all of the provisions of the Electoral Act
are complied with. In particular, the Applicants have a right that
section 160G and 160J of the Electoral Act are complied with by
the Respondents.

25. Section 160G(1) provides as follows:
"Public broadcasters shall afford all political parties and
independent candidates contesting an election such free
access to their broadcasting services as may be prescribed."

26. Section 160G(2) goes on to provide the requirements that
Regulations made by the Third Respondent must follow. The Third
19

Respondent has failed to make such Regulations, but that does not
absolve the First and Second Respondents from their duty to
comply with the provision. Section 160G is a mechanism to give
effect to section 61(4) of the Constitution. Section 61(4) must be
complied with immediately, regardless of the existence of the
Regulations or the declaration of an election date. Therefore, the
First and Second Respondent must substantively comply with the
requirement to afford all political parties and independent
candidates free access to their broadcasting services with
immediate effect as best they can in compliance with the guidelines
set in section 160G(2). The provisions of section 160G(2) itself
provide useful guidelines for how this access should be done,
notably that there must be a fair and balanced allocation of time
between each political party and independent candidate and that
(

each political party and independent candidate is allowed a
reasonable opportunity to present a case through the broadcasting
service concerned.

27. The Third Respondent has a duty to make the Regulations in order
to give full effect to the provisions of section 160G of the Electoral
Act and section 61 (4) of the Constitution. I aver that its failure to do
so is a violation of the Applicants' rights enshrined in section 61
20

and 67 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe which must be rectified
forthwith. Given the importance that the Regulations are properly
drafted, I will pray for an order that the Third Respondent be given
three weeks from the handing down of an order of this court to have
the Regulations promulgated.

28. The Applicants' right to a free and fair election and to freedom of
expression also includes a right to have section 160J of the
Electoral Act complied with throughout the election period. Section
160J of the Electoral Act provides specific rules which govern all
media houses during the election period, and which help to give
effect to section 61 (4) of the Constitution. Failure to comply with
these provisions constitutes a violation of the Applicants rights.

29. The Applicants right to a free and fair election also entails a right to
(

the Third, Fourth and Fifth Respondent's compliance with section
160K of the Electoral Act. Section 160K requires the Third
Respondent to monitor local news media during every election
period and to ensure that everyone observes the provisions of Part
XXIB of the Act.

The Third Respondent is required to do the

monitoring but can call on the Fourth and Fifth Respondents for
assistance, in which event they must provide it.
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30. The Applicants have a right under section 62 of the Constitution to
access to information which is required for the exercise of any right
or in the interests of public accountability. Therefore, the Applicants
have a right to information from the Third Respondent regarding
how it intends to comply with section 160K of the Electoral Act.
Specifically, the Applicants seek an order compelling the Third
Respondent to disclose:

a. Precisely how it is going to conduct the monitoring of media
b. What criteria it will use to ensure that news reporting is fair,
and that the public media, in particular, comply with their
obligations

31. I expect that this information should be easy for the Third
Respondent to provide since it has been obliged to conduct a
monitoring exercise in every election since the general election of
2013 so I will pray for an order that this information be availed
immediately.

32. The Fourth and Fifth Respondents have a duty to comply with
section 160K by providing whatever assistance they may be
requested to provide to the Third Respondent.
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33. In terms of section 249 of the Constitution, the Forth Respondent
also has a duty at all times to to monitor broadcasting in the public
interest and, in particular, to ensure fairness and diversity of views
broadly representing Zimbabwean society and to take action
against against journalists and other persons employed in the
media or broadcasting who are found to have breached any law or
any code of conduct applicable to them. The Applicants have a
right that this is complied with in the interest of protecting their
rights to freedom of the media and a free and fair election.

34. The Applicants also have a right, in terms of section 62 of the
Constitution, to access to information regarding what action the
Forth Respondent will take against journalists who are found to
have breached any law or any code of conduct applicable to them.

An injury actually committed or reasonably apprehended .

35. The election observation mission reports cited above make it clear
that equitable access to and impartial communication by stateowned media is an essential component to a free and fair election.
If, as in previous elections, the state-owned media fail to abide by
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the Constitution of Zimbabwe and the Electoral Act, this will
compromise the Applicants' right to a free and fair election and will
be a violation of the Applicants' right to receive information from
state-owned media which is independent, impartial and allows for
divergent views. Such a violation is a serious injury to the Applicants
since the right to free and fair elections is a foundational right upon
which many other human rights are predicated. Given the violation
of these rights in previous elections, as clearly demonstrated by the
Factual Background and Annexures "B," "C," and "D", the Applicants
have a well-grounded fear that they will be violated again during this
election period.

36. After the se1sm1c shift in Zimbabwe's political environment in
November 2017, many people, including myself and it seems some
employees of State-owned media houses, hoped that the Stateowned media would change the way that it has operated in the
past. A contemporaneous report published on 25 November 2017
(see article attached as Annexure "E") quoted various reporters
and editors from The Herald (a publication of the Second
Respondent) who admitted and lamented the bias of the
newspaper in the past and expressed hope that things would
change. The deputy editor of The Herald is quoted saying the
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following about publishing biased news reports: "It makes you feel
stupid writing this stuff ... But you're working for government media.
You know what to expect." A political reporter at The Herald
reportedly stated hours before the resignation of former President
Robert Mugabe "In the past we could never criticize the president
... Right now, we can touch anything." However, some felt sceptical
that things would change.

37. Sadly, it appears that the short-lived opening of press freedom at
The Herald and other State-owned media houses has closed as
the elections approach. To illustrate the profound level of bias and
partisanship exhibited by The Herald, I have attached page 3 of the
newspaper's publication on Tuesday 15 May 2018 (attached
hereto as Annexure "F") which carries three stories all of which
demonstrate the brazen editorial bias of the Second Respondent's
newspaper The Herald. For the sake of space, I elaborate on just
two of the articles.

38. One story is entitled "ED a messenger of hope: ZANU PF" and
consists almost entirely of quotations from the ZANU PF election
manifesto praising the virtues of President ED Mnangagwa,
including passages such as the following:
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"He is a visionary and a pragmatic leader, who is destined to
bring sustainable development with its attendant positive
outcomes to the people of Zimbabwe. ED is an engaging and
highly accessible leader who listens to the people, engages
with people regardless of their social and economic standing,
is trustworthy and believes in the dignity of hard work."

39. While hiding behind the fa9ade of quoting from ZANU PF's
manifesto, the article is manifestly pro-ZANU PF and proMnangagwa and operates as a conduit to take the campaign
message of ZANU PF to the electorate via means of the Stateowned media. There is much that is admirable about the President,
but publicly-owned media should report it more dispassionately.

(;

40. Directly below it is a story is entitled "Chamisa stays in cloud

cuckoo land" and is a report about remarks made by opposition
presidential candidate Nelson Chamisa at a campaign rally.
Despite the report supposedly being a news report, and not an
opinion piece, it is openly disparaging of the opposition leader. The
report starts by saying " ... Chamisa continued his cloud cuckoo
land posturing over the weekend"; it makes a gratuitous remark
that Chamisa "failed to equip let alone roof a library he found in a
26

dilapidated state [in his constituency]" seemingly in an effort to
discredit a campaign promise made at the rally; and calls
Chamisa's recent trip to the UK "cringe-worthy". Again, there may
be much to criticise about Han Chamisa, but the criticism should
be less shrill and more moderate in tone.

41. The contrast between these two stories illustrate in microcosm the
editorial bias that is pervasive throughout the reporting of the
Second

Respondent.

The

general

trend

of

the

Second

Respondent's reporting being pro-ZANU PF and anti-opposition in
general (and in particular anti- the largest opposition party the
MDC-T) is clearly demonstrated in a report by a local organisation
called the Media Monitors which conducts comprehensive analysis
of the Zimbabwean media landscape. The report is entitled "Media

Coverage of the 2018 Elections in Zimbabwe - First Quarter (Jan
-Mar 2018)" and is attached hereto as Annexure "G".

42. The report found that newspapers published by the Second
Respondent tended to have a more negative tone towards the main
opposition party, the MDC-T, and a more positive tone towards the
ruling party, ZANU PF. Twenty-five percent (25%) of the public
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print media's coverage of MDC-T had a negative tone, sixty-seven
percent (67%) was neutral, and eight percent (8%) was positive.
By contrast, only four percent (4%) of the public print media's
coverage of ZANU PF had a negative tone, while seventy-eight
percent (78%) of coverage was neutral and thirteen percent (13%)
was positive. These figures are drawn from the raw data which is
depicted visually in the pie charts under the sub-heading "Tone of
coverage of the different political players" in Annexure "G". Recent
publications by the Second Respondent suggest that this trend has
suddenly been exacerbated as the election date draws nearer.

43. The report also demonstrates the inequitable access to the media
and coverage of political parties in the Second Respondent's
newspaper's reporting. The report shows that reporting on ZANU
,(

PF by the public print media (i.e. newspapers published by the
Second Respondent) during the period under review amounted to
a total of 20,738 square centimetres of print space. By contrast, the
same newspapers' reporting on a// opposition parties combined
amounted to 11,831 square centimetres of print space. Thus more
than 63 percent of the public print media's reporting on political
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parties was focused on a single party, leaving the remainder
divided among all other opposition parties.

44. The First Respondent follows the same trend of inequitable and
biased reporting. The same Media Monitors' report for the period
January to March 2018 found that the First Respondent allocated
a total of 10,901 seconds to ZANU PF on its broadcasts and a mere
1,618 to all other political parties and independent candidates
combined. This means that eighty-seven percent (87%) of the
public broadcaster's coverage of political parties during this period
was of ZANU PF and a mere thirteen percent ( 13%) was shared
between a// other political parties combined.

45. The editorial stance of the First Respondent also demonstrates
bias in favour of ZANU PF and against opposition parties, in
(
1',

particular the biggest opposition party, MDC-T. To illustrate this I
have attached two articles from the First Respondent's website.
The first of these articles is entitled "Explain ED achievements,

Zanu PF Mat North Urged" and was published on the First
Respondent's website on 161h May 2018. It is attached hereto as

Annexure "H". The article it begins with the following opening
sentence:
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"President Emmerson Mnangagwa has within a short period
turned around the economic fortunes of the country, and Zanu
PF candidates should explain this to the people as they
conduct campaigns in preparation for the harmonised
elections to be held later this year."

46. The article goes on to list the achievements of President
Emmerson Mnanagagwa in Matabeleland North province and
reads more like a campaign pitch than a news article.

47. A second article from the First Respondent's website which I will
use for illustrative purporses is entitled "Zanu PF Youths Scoff at
Chamisa utterances" and is attached hereto as Annexure "1". The

article states the following:
(

'

"In an interview with the ZBC News on the sidelines of a press
conference held at party headquarters, Zanu PF National
Deputy Secretary for Youth Affairs, Cde Lewis Matutu said the
MDC- T wants to destabilise all the processes and efforts for
development by government through preaching violence in a
peaceful nation in a bid to discredit the outcome of the
elections."
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48. This article illustrates how, on the relatively rare occasion that the
First Respondent covers the main opposition party in Zimbabwe, it
typically portrays it in a negative light, especially in contrast to the
glowing reports it gives about the ruling party. The article does not
give Hon. Chamisa or the MDC-T the right of reply to the serious
allegation that he or his party is preaching violence or seeking to
destabilise the country. The right of reply is a well-established
principle of journalism ethics. The two articles also illustrate how
the First Respondent operates as a mouthpiece for the ruling party
giving its officials a platform to promote the party or denigrate the
opposition.

49. The Media Monitors report for the period January to March 2018
(Annexure "G") demonstrates that this editorial bias is a general
trend in the First Respondent's reporting. The report finds that
thirty-one percent (31%) of the First Respondent's coverage of
ZANU PF had a positive tone, sixty-eight percent (68%) was
neutral in tone, and only one percent (1%) had a negative tone. By
contrast, nine percent (9%) of the First Respondent's coverage of
the MDC-T was positive in tone, seventy-eight percent (78%) was
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neutral, and thirteen percent (13%) had a negative tone. These
figures are drawn from the raw data which is depicted visually in
the pie charts under the sub-heading "Tone of coverage of the

different political players" in Annexure "G". As with the Second
Respondent, recent broadcasts by the First Respondent suggest
that this trend has suddenly been even further exacerbated in the
past week as the election date draws nearer.

51. Therefore I aver that it is clear that there is a well-grounded
apprehension that the rights of the Applicants outlined above will
once again be violated by the First and Second Respondents
unless an the order prayed for is granted.

52. Additionally, there is a well-grounded apprehension that the Third
Respondent will not make the Regulations it is mandated to make
c .'(

by section 160G unless it is compelled to do so by an interdict. I
note that section 160G was inserted in the Electoral Act by Act 3 of
2012, which came into force in September 2012- well in time for
Regulations to be made before the 2013 general election. No such
Regulations were made then, nor have they been made in the
intervening years to cover the numerous by-elections that have
been held since 2013.

The Third Respondent's failure to do

publish Regulations will result in an injury to the Applicants, as the
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lack of such Regulations will continue to be an obstacle to the
Applicants receiving information about all political parties and
candidates in order to make an informed political choice in the
forthcoming elections. This injury will directly affect the exercise of
the Applicants' right to democratic elections and to freedom of
expression including the right to receive information and ideas.

53. Lastly, there is also a well-grounded apprehension that the Third,
Fourth and Fifth Respondents will not make publicly available in
advance of the election the criteria one which they will monitor the
media houses and the actions they will take to ensure that media
houses comply with the law. The Third, Fourth and Fifth
Respondent have failed to disclose such information in advance of
an election in the past and the Applicants have every reason to be
concerned that they will fail to do so again unless compelled to do
so by a court.

No other adequate remedy

54. I aver that there is no other legal remedy that would be adequate
in the circumstances, would be ordinary and reasonable, and that
would give the Applicants similar protection. If the violations
complained of are not stopped forthwith and future violations are
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not averted, they will undermine the chances of Zimbabwe holding
free and fair elections. To violate the right to free and fair elections
is to undermine the very foundation on which our society is built
and the bedrock of our constitutional democracy. Clearly, the mere
existence of the law demanding compliance has not been sufficient
to date to restrain the First and Second Respondents from violating
its provisions. Therefore, a mandatory interdict is necessary to
ensure their compliance with the law.

55. An award of damages for the violation of the Applicants' rights
would not be sufficient in the circumstances. The right to a free and
fair election, to freedom of expression and to access to information
are so foundational that it is difficult, if not impossible, to quantify
their value in monetary terms. Even if the Applicants' were awarded
compensation in damages for the violation of their rights, it would
not change the fact that they would have been denied their right to
participate in a free and fair election. If the First and Second
Respondents are not compelled to conduct impartial and equitable
broadcasting, and publish impartial and equitable news reports, the
Applicants and others in their position will be unable to make
informed political choices in the forthcoming elections, which
impacts on their right to free political choice. If the Third, Fourth
34

and Fifth Respondents are not compelled to disclose how they will
monitor the media and to take action against errant media, the
Applicants will be unable to adequately protect their rights. This too
cannot be adequately compensated for by an award of damages
or any other remedy.

AD URGENCY

55. I request that this court application be heard on an urgent basis
and that the court finds good cause to shorten the time periods for
opposing papers to be filed so that a ruling is given well before
the election takes place. On 3Q1h May 2018 the President of
Zimbabwe proclaimed the election date which is now scheduled
for the 3Q1h of July 2018. If this court application is not heard
urgently, the set down and ruling on the matters that arise herein
may well be after the election or so close to the election that they
are rendered academic and the Applicants' rights would be
violated. I aver there is imminent danger to the Applicants' rights
and there is a possibility of irreparable harm. The imminent
danger to the Applicant's rights has been clearly demonstrated
above. There is ongoing violation of the Applicants' rights to
freedom of expression, freedom of the media, and to a free and
fair election. Now that the election date has been proclaimed
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those violation are only likely to get worse as the election
approaches. If the violations are not rectified quickly by way of an
interdict and declaratory order from this court, the chances of
Zimbabwe holding free and fair elections will be virtually nullified
since these freedoms are so central to the holding of free and fair
elections. This is surely a harm which is irreparable as it is
impossible to undo or rectify the violation of the Applicants rights
to a free and fair election. Not only will this violate the Applicants'
rights but it will undermine the very fabric of our society and the
democratic values our nation is founded upon.

56. WHEREFORE, and on the basis of the above, the Applicants will
move for an order as set out in the draft order, together with costs
of suit.

SIGNED IN HARARE ON THE

S"~OF MAY 2018

Signed'

tc ?JL- -(b..
VALERIE INGHAM-THORPE
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above issues by the media. Use of hate or inflammatory language continued unabated by
both the media and political players. The media has neither been fair, objective or factual
in the coverage of political parties and players.
1.2.

The two major political players, that is, Zanu-PF and MDC-T got favourable coverage by the
media. Publications under the Zimpapers' stable endorsed Zanu-PF as their preferred
political party and President Mugabe as their preferred choice of a presidential candidate.
The publications' editorial intent was clearly on the support and articulation of Zanu-PF
political stance on all issues. The publications adopted a stance of discrediting other
political parties with MDC-T being the opposition of choice.

1.3.

On the other hand, the independent press endorsed MDC-T as the political party of choice
and Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai as the preferred presidential candidate. The
independent media clearly articulated and propagated the MDC-T political stance while at
the same time de-campaigning Zanu-PF. The voice of the independent media was
synonymous with that of MDC-T.

1.4.

From the above, it could be concluded that the two major political parties received fair
coverage by the mainstream media. While the public media carried the voice of Zanu-PF,
the independent media carried that of MDC-T. At the end of the day, although not being
the best media scenario, an unintentional balance was achieved in the coverage of the two
major political parties. The coverage was neither fair nor objective in the coverage of the
non-preferred political parties. The other political parties did get a fair share of coverage
although on a lower scale.

1.5.

The notion of fair, objective and balanced coverage in respect of other political parties as
prescribed by 51 33 of 2008 was non-existent. Name-calling, inflammatory and hate
language, particularly by guest writers, continued to characterise political coverage.

1.6.

Conduct of the Media During Elections- General Principles

1.6.1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sl 33 of 2008, there exist universally agreed professional
principles and ethics of journalism, election reporting included. Media houses and
practitioners, as a rule of the thump, are required to stick to the ethics of the profession.
The ethics call for balanced, fair, objective and factual reporting. The spirit and intent of Sl
33 of 2008 is to remind journalists and media houses to stick to these professional ethics.
The media wields a lot of power and any possession of power should go along with an
equivalent measure of responsibility for the media can ignite conflict and prevent it in any
electoral process. Reckless reporting can inflame tempers and lead to violence or war.
1.6.2. Journalism is a profession with its own internationally recognized professional and ethical
code of conduct. The gazetting of Sl 33 was a major development in providing guidelines in
the conduct of the print media during an election period. Internationally, there are no
statutory guidelines governing the conduct of the print media except those ethical
standards guiding the profession.
1.6.3. Although the guidelines provide for fair, balanced and objective reportage by the print
media regarding all participating parties and candidates, it seemed difficult for the media to
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general election. The problems encountered were seen as the best justification for the
postponement of the election date.
1.8.3.2. Although the private media did attack the process, they never bothered to carry ZEC's story
on the issue.
1.8.3.3. The public media blamed MDC-T on the problems encountered during the special vote. It
was seen as an MDC T ploy to sabotage the vote so as to buttress their call for the
postponement of the vote. The public media carried reports aimed at informing readers on
what happened during the special voting exercise.

1.8.4. Security Forces
1.8.4.1. Zimbabwe Security forces, especially the army and the police, did get considerable
coverage on election related matters. The independent media presented the security
forces as partisan and bent on pursuing the agenda of Zanu-PF. The police was described as
applying law selectively. Most of the reports did not touch on tangible activities taking
place but justification was based on past allegations. On the other hand, the public media
carried reports on the preparedness of the security forces to ensure a peaceful election.
The army was presented as the vanguard of the ideals of independence.
1.8.4.2. The independent press amplified the voice of other parties in calling for the reform of the
security sector as a measure to ensure a peaceful election. The public media dismissed such
calls as being pursued by enemies of the country who were bent on reversing the gains of
independence. Examples of what has been going on in countries like Iraq, Egypt, Tunisia
and Libya were used to illustrate this point. Security sector reforms were seen as one of the
West's instruments in pursuing a regime change agenda.
1.8.4.3. The overall reportage of the independent media was characterised by deep suspicion on
the part of the security sector.

(
1.8.5. Coverage of Political Parties
2.8.5.1. Reportage by the media has been clearly artisan in the coverage of political parties. Issues
covered were to do with primary elections, nomination court, special vote, alleged rigging,
and endorsement of the election process and campaign programmes.
1.8.5.2. The Zimpapers stable's reportage was aimed at propagating Zanu-PF gtvmg detailed
information on the party's activities. The stable presented Zanu-PF as the only party that
would win the forthcoming elections as it stood to guarantee the gains of independence.
While other parties were covered by the stable, the stories were meant to discredit the
MDC-T as a western sponsored party with nothing to offer to the electorate. MDC-T was
presented as having no programme, ideology and depended on their sponsors for
everything. MDC N was somehow covered fairly by the stable. The launch of the Zanu-PF
manifesto and the resultant election campaigns were deeply covered and were very
informative.
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2.3.5. On the other hand, the public media carried the voice of Zanu-PF and presented it as the
only party that could guarantee the protection of the values of the country as the MDC
formations were just fronts for foreign powers bent on reversing the gains of
independence. The political position of Zanu-PF was well articulated and amplified by
publications under the Zimpapers stable. Some news reports together with some opinion
pieces resorted to the use of hate speech and inflammatory language when referring to
other parties, civic groups and political personalities. The publication paid a blind eye to
some issues of intra-party violence, allegations of factionalism and some incidences alleged
by the independent media. The public media projected a Zanu-PF roll at the polls quoting
past research works done by some bodies.
2.3.6. The coverage of party primaries was reported in the negative depending on the media
house. Zanu-PF party primaries were reported to be riddled with chaos, confusion, lack of
funding and rigging. Allegations of rigging within Zanu-PF were presented as a measure on
how the party was going to rig the national election. On the other hand, the Zimpapers
stable did report on the primaries but from a positive view. Zimpapers reported on intraparty violence and allegations of impending splits as characterising MDC-T primaries.
2.3.7. At the end of the day, the reader is left confused as to which publication to believe in. Facts
should be presented as they are but the media has been twisting and manipulating facts in
a bid to either propagate or blemish one political party or another.
2.3.8. There has not been equity in the coverage of political parties. The voice of smaller parties
continued to be ignored.
2.3.9. The issue of the grand coalition between the MDC-T and other political parties did get
extensive coverage in the independent media. The media was actually urging the parties to
unite as the only way to defeat Zanu-PF at the polls. Surprisingly, the same independent
paper gave Zanu-PF no chance of winning the polls. The public media down played the issue
of a coalition and amplified those issues perceived to be keeping the parties apart.
2.3.10. Coverage of political party activities clearly showed the political positions of newspapers.
News reports have been twisted, opinions presented as facts and political parties reported
in the negative for the purposes of propagating a political party of choice.
2.4.

Security Forces

2.4.1. Zimbabwe Security forces, especially the army and the police did get considerable coverage
on election related matters. The independent media presented the security forces as
partisan and bent on pursuing the agenda of Zanu-PF. The police was described as applying
law selectively. Most of the reports did not touch on tangible activities taking place but
justification was based on past allegations. On the other hand, the public media carried
reports on the preparedness of the security forces to ensure a peaceful election. The army
was presented as the vanguard of the ideals of independence.
2.4.2. The independent press amplified the voice of other parties in calling for the reform of the
security sector as a measure to ensure a peaceful election. The public media dismissed such
calls as being pursued by enemies of the country who were bent on reversing the gains of
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42. Notwithstanding the nascent challenges experienced by the ZEC in this regard and based on
its analysis and consideration of the historical factors that occasioned the introduction of the

:,pecial Votei the AUEOM was of the view that the Special Vote did, in fact, respond to
African Union Principles Governing Democratic Elections with regard to its engendering
increased levels of transparency and accountability not previously associated with voting
mrangements for security forces.

Civic and Voter Education
43. The OAUIAU Principles Governing Democratic Elections enjoin Member States to promote
civic and voter education in close liaison with civil society groups and other t•elevant
stakeholders. The AUEOM noted that while legislative provisions exist that enable the
transmission of knowledge to the electorate by the ZEC, and/or by persons so designated by
the ZEC, civil society stakeholders consulted, felt excluded and marginalised from the preregistration voter education process. The AUEOM observed, consistently, through-out the
registration process, the absence of civil society organisations in the electoral arena, a matter
which raised some concerns about the principles of collaboration in this regard. The AUEOM
was of the vie;v that the pre-registration process might have benefitted greatly from crosssectoral collaboration between the ZEC and other actors permitted by law to undertake these
exercises.

Electoral Campaign
44. The AUEOM noted that political campaigns were undertaken in a peaceful environment,
conditioned by reconciliatory and messages of peace from all political actors. Notwithstanding
the isolated reports of minor skirmishes, the AUEOM commended the leadership of the
contesting political parties and Zimbabwean citizens for promoting a peaceful environment
leading up to the elections.

The Media Environment
45. Article 17(3) of the AU Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance (2007) stipulates
the principle of fair and equitable access by contesting parties and candidates to public media.
Also Section 61 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe provides for freedom of expression and
tl·eedom of the media, while Section 62 encompasses the right to access information.
Stakeholders from civil society, media-based organisations and opposition pat1ies brought to
the fore their continued concerns about the application of legal instruments related to freedom
of expression such as the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act (AIPPA),
introduced in 2003 and the Broadcasting Services Act (BSA), which, they claimed, constrain
the expansion of private or community radio stations, therefore limiting the public sphere of
communication.
46. While the A UEOM had not independently observed the selective application of these
provisions, it noted that the media environment in Zimbabwe was highly polarised regardless
of its classification.
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47. Whereas, the AUEOM recognised the independence of the media to editorially determine the
content of their broadcast or other communication, as provided for in Section 61 of the new
Constitution of Zimbabwe, it was observed that both private-owned and State-owned media
establishments were evidently politically inclined in their rep01tage.
48. The AUEOM's emphasis, however, was on the function of the public broadcaster which has a
central role in elections, in terms of the AU Charter (2007), to provide a platform for airing
political messages or news coverage emanating from all political contestants. Further, the
Constitution of Zimbabwe provides fair opportunity for the presentation of divergent views
and opinions. In this regard, the AUEOM noted that the national broadcaster tended to provide
live and in-depth coverage largely to a single political patty. The AUEOM acknowledged,
however. the marked improvement in political advertising ti·om a number of political parties
in the programming of the public broadcaster towards the general poll.

Election Security
49. In its consultations with the Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP), the AUEOM was assured of
the p1·eparedness of the Police to sustain the peaceful political environment; and to exercise
professionalism and impartiality in enforcing the law.

VI.

ELECTION PHASE OBSERVATIONS

General Environment
50. Following its observation of campaigning and Election-Day Activities, the AUEOM released
its Preliminary Statement on August 2, 2013. The AUEOM noted that the polls were an
important phase in a series of measures undertaken by the inclusive Government, under the
terms of the GPA of 2008, during which Zimbabweans approved a new Constitution. The
Constitution, enacted in May 2013, the A UEOM reiterated, had contributed immensely
towards the improvement of the political climate in the country for holding peaceful elections.
51. The AUEOM observed that on 31 July 2013, Zimbabweans went to the polls with enthusiasm
and in large numbers to elect their President, Parliamentarians and Local Authorities. The
voting and counting processes took place in a peaceful and tranquil environment. Most of the
polling stations observed by the AUEOM opened on time and were generally fully staffed,
with all the required materials, and adequately secured by the ZRP.
52. Voting was conducted in an atmosphere devoid of violence, harassment and disturbances. The
AUEOM observed generally, that from a historical perspective and in comparison to the 2008
elections, Zimbabwe had taken an important step in the conduct of its elections.
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Media
69. The media remained highly polarised along party lines and generally biased in their reporting,
in clear violation of Atticle 160 J of the Electoral Act. The AUEOM reiterates that the State
broadcaster could have provided a balanced platform for all competing parties and alternative
voices in accordance with Article 17(3) of the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and
Governance (2007).

VII.

POST-ELECTION ENVIRONMENT

70. Post-Election Day, the LTOs continued to monitor the post-election environment in the 10
provinces until 14 August 2013. In general, the LTOs reported a tranquil post-election period
throughout Zimbabwe, but one punctuated by unease as the losing parties took diametrically
opposite positions in regard to responding to the election outcomes. The period was
characterized by the announcement of the final results with ZANU PF and its President, H.E.
Robert Mugabe being declared as winners of the 31 July 2013 Harmonized Elections.
71. However, a Presidential Petition was lodged by the MDC-T to the Constitutional Cotut, which
sought to audit the outcomes and ascettain the authenticity of the results. In total, the MDC-T
indicated to the AUEOM that it would be petitioning I 00 results in the Electoral Comt, in
accordance with Section 93 of the Constitution which provides for the challenge to the validity
of a presidential election within seven days after the date of declaration of the results of the
election. The AUEOM noted that while the MDC-T in particular pursued the legal route, it did
not discount the option of political dialogue to resolve its grievances with the ZANU-PF. In
this regard, the assurance by MDC-T spokesperson Douglas Mwonzora that the Party would
use legal, diplomatic and political routes was somewhat encouraging.
72. The AUEOM also noted that ZAPU claimed irregularities and illegalities in the conduct of the
elections and forewarned its supporters through its website that its legal team would petition
the Electoral Court.
73. The AUEOM observed fmther that while MDC-T and ZAPU were initially more inclined to
petition the results, the other former GPA party MDC, led by Professor Welshman Ncube had
conceded defeat and indicated it would not pursue the matter through the Court of Law, or
approach SADC or the AU.
74. In terms of electoral management, the AUEOM observed that while the ZEC received positive
feedback from various observer missions for its professional conduct of the polls in the face of
the financial, logistical and organisational constraints occasioned by the 30 day window to the
31 July election day, the resignation of two commissioners ignited media speculation about a
possible linkage of their actions to the MDC-T petition which was feared by some stakeholders
to have the latent effect of denigrating the electoral management body's credibility. Both
Commissioners were nominees of the two MDC formations. By the close of the AUEOM, it
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While in the end, the ZEC was provided the necessary resources to conduct the 31
July, 2013 Hannonised Elections, the A UEOM observed with concern, that the
funding was not consistent or timely at various stages and tended to generate undue
anxieties. To this end, it is recommended that there be greater transparency on; and
adequate provisions of; logistics and resources to the ZEC for organising elections
as prescribed in the OAU Declaration on the Principles Governing Democratic
Elections in Africa (2002).
The Voters' Roll should be made available to all stakeholders for verification and
inspection, in both electronic and hard copy format, at least 14 days before
elections. The integrity of the Voters' Roll must be assured through greater
transparency, accessibility and public communication, with strict adherence to the
provisions ofthe relevant statutes in laws of Zimbabwe.
There should be sustained public communication regarding the time-ti·ames fot·
special and intensive voter registration exercises and the closing dates thereof; to
avoid unnecessary disputes and complaints.
The AUEOM recognizes the complexities of the Special Voting and the necessity
of it, in equal measure. The Special Vote allows for uniformed forces and the ZEC
ot1icials deployed on Election-Day to cast their vote so as to dedicate time to
electoral security, management and administration. As noted earlier, this facility has
engendered transparency in the conduct of these special votes, which were
previously not subject to independent domestic or foreign observation. However, to
ease the strain on the ZEC, it is recommended that further exploration be made by
the ZEC amongst Member States employing this facility to find ways of lubricating
the process. Further, the requirements for persons to be aHorded special voting
privileges, may need to be subjected to inter-party and public dialogue to enable
consensus-based outcomes.
Security markings on ballot papers need to be improved [as in some instances,
observers noted the poor quality of the inscriptions] to prevent any possibility of
duplication.
Zimbabwean authorities should reconsider the use of Police Officers in assisting
voters as it may unduly influence the manner in which they vote. In future,
authorities might wish to consider the reduction of parameters that necessitate
persons to qualify as 'assisted voters'. The number of persons allowed to 'assist'
voters should also be reviewed with a view to reducing it downward from four.
While the AUEOM acknowledges that the 6.4 million registered voters in the 2013
Harmonised Elections was relatively high, it calls for the greater involvement of
non-state actors in civic and voter education throughout the democratic process to
enhance and sustain participation in elections in future. To this end, consideration
must be made to review relevant sections of the Electoral Act to enable the wider
involvement of civil society in these processes.
The lack of/or limited access to the State Broadcaster was one of the most persistent
complaints from opposition parties and non-state actors in the pre-election and
election phases, and has been the subject of post-election disputes. The role of the
media, particularly, the state broadcaster has been well articulated in relevant
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instruments of the AU as being central and cm·dinal to levelling the playing field
and contributing to fair practices. The AUEOM observes that this matter has formed
the basis on much contestation in the 2013 Harmonised Elections therefore it is
recommended that the ZEC scrupulously enforces the relevant regulations of the
Electoral Act to afford alternative voices and all political parties equitable access at
all times during elections.
The AUEOM further recommends that the provisions of the BSA be fully
implemented to enable the liberalization of radio and television ownership, thereby
providing a broader platform for all stakeholders to voice their opinions, consistent
with the stipulations of the new Constitution. The involvement of civil society and
other actors in the review of the legislation such as the AIPPA and POSA and the
manner in which they arc applied will also enhance the country's progress toward
democratic consolidation.
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3.6.

Women's participation

The Mission observed that none of the five nominated Presidential candidates was a woman.
Out of the 853 candidates for the National Assembly only 109 i.e. 13 percent were women. The
Mission, however, recalls the constitutional reservation of 60 National Assembly seats for
women as well as the mandatory alternate listing of women and men, starting with a woman, on
party lists for election of candidates into the Senate, and the fact that one of the seats reserved for
people with disabilities in the Senate must be filled by a woman. The Mission is also aware of
the constitutional injunction under A1ticle I 04 (4) which enjoins the President to be guided by
considerations ofregional and gender balance when appointing Ministers and Deputy Ministers.
The Mission observed that in all polling stations visited, there was a remarkable representation of
women as polling personnel. The Mission encourages that this be sustained as a best practice.
The Mission also observed a fair representation of women participating in the actual voting
process.

3.7.

Electoral campaigns

The election campaign for the 2013 1-lannonised Elections opened on 13th June 2013 and ended
at 06:59 hours on 30th July 2013, 24-hours before the start of actual polling, as per the provision
of the Electoral Act. t?
The Mission noted with great satisfaction the general calm and peaceful atmosphere which
prevailed throughout the period it observed the 2013 Zimbabwe 1-larmonised elections. No
incidents of violence, harassment and/or intimidation were brought to the attention of the
Mission.

3.8.

Media coverage of the campaign process

The Mission noted with appreciation the establishment of an independent, non-political
Zimbabwe Media Commission (ZMC), which amongst others, must ensure that the people of
Zimbabwe have fair and wide access to information. 18It further noted that the ZEC, with the
assistance of the ZMC and the Broadcasting Authority of Zimbabwe is enjoined to monitor the
Zimbabwean news media during elections to ensure that the conduct of political parties,
candidates, broadcasters, print publishers and journalists are generally above board during this
period. 19 ln this regard the Mission noted with satisfaction the existence of the Media Monitoring
Committee chaired by ZEC to give effect to this statutory mandate.

17

18

19

See Electoral Act \Chapter 2:13], Fourth Schedule, Section 9(1).
See Section 249(1)(f) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act, 2013.
See section 1601( of the Electoral Act \Chapter 2:131.
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The Mission noted that the ZEC accredited 887 foreign journalists and 444 local journalists to
cover the electoral process for the 2013 Hannonised Elections. 20
The Mission noted with concern that in spite of the above-prescribed monitoring mechanism,
that coverage given to political parties and their candidates were done in an openly partisan and
biased manner by both the public and private media. It was observed that the public media (both
print and electronic) predominantly gave coverage to the activities, rallies, and views of
candidates from the ruling party, ZANU-PF. The private media, on the other hand, was observed
to have been generally biased and sympathetic towards the opposition, specifically the MDC-T.
Such kind of coverage undoubtedly compromises the guiding principles of equality, equity and
fairness as enshrined in Zimbabwe's domestic laws and some of the international, regional and
sub-regional instruments it signed up to.

3.9

The Role of Security Forces

The Mission noted with satisfaction that there was visible policing during political rallies and all
the voting stations visited to ensure law and order.
The Mission noted the concerns raised by several stakeholders regarding the candidature of
serving members of the armed forces. The Mission was given assurance by ZEC that no serving
member of the armed forces was registered as a candidate for any of the elections during this
poll.

20

Press Briefing by the Chairperson of the Zimbabwe Electoral Commissions on the state of preparedness on the

29th of July 2013 at Harare International Conference Centre (HICC).
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6.2

Recommendations

Based on its observations and findings, the ECF-SADC Observation makes the following
recommendations with the aim of contributing to the improvement of future electoral processes
in Zimbabwe:

1.

2.

On the constitutional and legal framework for elections
~

Within the framework of a future constitutional review process, the scope of postal voting
should be broadened to all Zimbabweans living abroad, whether or not they are in the
service of the Government;

~

A legal requirement should be set for the ZEC to make copies of the Final Registration
Roll available within a specific time frame.

On voter registration

All party agents should receive copies of the Final Registration Roll for the respective polling
stations they have been deployed to on Election Day.
The ZEC should take deliberate action to purge the voters' roll of duplicate entries, deceased and
underage voters.

3.

On the media

An effective level playing field should be created for fair access to the media by parties and
candidates during the electoral process. The regulatory framework should be strengthened to
adopt an enforceable code of conduct, especially for state-owned media, to ensure balanced
coverage and reporting of electoral campaigns and related issues.

4.

On voter education

ZEC should intensify voter education on the legal changes introduced by the new Constitution.
The possibility for the introduction of continuous voter education should also be investigated.

5.

On Special Voting

The ZEC should further research and engage stakeholders on the conducting of the special voting
exercise under Zimbabwe's mixed electoral system with a view to ensure that the logistical
challenges that encountered during the 2013 special voting process are not repeated in future
elections.
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Suddenly~ Zimbabwe~s

biggest
newspaper can print exactly what
it wants. lt~s harder than it
sounds.
By Kevin Sieff November 25, 2017

/:"\

BARARE, Zimbabwe - For 37 years, it was the official newspaper of Robert Mugabe. Then, this month, the staff of the
Zimbabwe Herald got an impossible assignment: They would have to cover the downfall of their benefactor.
In the days after Mugabe was detained by the militaty, editors and reporters gathered in a wood-paneled newsroom in an
old office building downtown, trying to figure out what to do.
Should they back Mugabe or the militaty takeover? Did they still have to echo the party line? What was the party line,
anyway?
Suddenly, a newsroom that had been the mouthpiece of the regime was without a censor.
"In the past we could never criticize the president," said Felex Share, a political reporter, in the hours before Mugabe's
r· ·ignation. "Right now, we can touch anything."
The rapid descent of the world's oldest head of state came as a shock to many Zimbabweans who assumed Mugabe would
rule the country until his death.
The Herald, which is owned by the government, had advanced the idea that his rule was untouchable. Until two weeks ago,
the paper was printing laudatmy stories and editorials about the country's despotic leader.
"Presidei11:l\'ll1gabe deserv"_s No!Jel Peace Prize," said one headline last month.
"He is undisputedly the most exceptional figure in the history of our country," another article said in September.
The paper's editors and reporters didn't usually agree with those messages, but working for the Herald meant shelving your
own politics. It was the best-paying newspaper in Zimbabwe, and in a countlywith a soaring unemployment rate, that
meant something.
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"It makes you feel stupid writing this stuff," said Joram Nyathi, the paper's deputy editor. "But you're working for
govenunent media. You know what to expect. 11

Even after Mugabe's house arrest, the paper decided to play it safe. "Business as usual across the country," its front-page
headline said, ignoring the shock wave rippling across Zimbabwe.
Inside the newsroom, a frenzied revolution was taking place. Reporters who had for years bit their tongues while writing
flattering stories saw an opening.
11

It was a seismic shift for us, II Share said.

Days later, when thousands poured onto the streets of Harare to_d.,Ill>)!ldi'lltlg~b_e's_r~sjgnati<Jn, the tenor of the paper's
coverage began to change. It stmted publishing straightforward news reports about the country's swelling opposition. It
sent reporters and photographers into crowds canying anti-Mugabe signs. For the first time in decades, it gave Mugabe's
rivals a voice.

\

lt wasn't just the Herald that seemed to be liberalizing. Arbitrary police checkpoints vanished overnight. Foreign

journalists, once heavily obstructed, could move freely (including into the Herald's newsroom). The demonstrations
themselves were unimaginable only weeks ago.
In the following days, the paper wrote front-page stories about Mugabe's dismissal as head of the ruling party, ZANU-PF.
It covered plans by the parliament to impeach the president. It ran op-eds in support of efforts to bring Mugabe down.

"We have no doubt that the biggest winner in this fiasco are the people of Zimbabwe," said one.
Zimbabweans started posting pictures of the Herald on Twitter and Facebook, in disbelief that the newspaper of Mugabe
had suddenly abandoned him. The paper had to increase its print run to keep up with demand.

(,
"1 nisin

the Herald. Pinch yourself- it is not April Fools Day," tweeted David Coltart, a former senator and member of the

opposition, after the paper covered Mugabe's dismissal from the patty.
It wasn't just that the Herald was eager to seize a rare moment of press freedom. Its senior editors were also trying to sort
out who was likely to emerge from the countly's political chaos- so they knew which horse to back.
"You don't want to step on the wrong toes," said Phyllis Kochere, the deputy news editor.
On Tuesday, the paper sent its parliamentary reporter, Farirai Machivenyika, to cover a session in which lawmakers were
expected to begin protracted impeachment proceedings. About an hour into the session, Machivenyika watched as the
speaker of the house stood up with a piece of paper in his hand, a smile spreading across his face.
The speaker began to read a resignation letter written by Mugabe. Machivenyika took frantic notes. Like many of the
Herald's reporters, he was born after Mugabe assumed power in 1980. He could hardly believe he was about to file a stmy
about the president's resignation.
1
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He thought to himself: "This is what relief feels like."
The next day, the Herald ran the words "Ta Ta, Cdc President" on the front page, with the full text of Mugabe's resignation
letter. In an editorial, the paper wrote: "Last night was a new beginning for Zimbabwe."
In the morning, the newspaper's staff gathered for the news meeting, its first of the post-Mugabe era.
Nyathi looked around at the other editors and reporters and muttered under his breath, "Well, what do I do now?"
For about an hour the staff debated what had just happened to their country and what was going to come next.
"There's a need for a coalition government," said Ruth Butaumocho, the gender editor.
"If ZANU-PF thinks it will lead the country alone, they will continue just like Mugabe," said one editor.

?''e need to come up with an objective analysis of the trajectory the country's politics is going to take," another said.
"Things are changing eve1y hour," Kochere said.
"We need more stories!" yelled Nyathi.
That day, the major story line was the return of the soon-to-be president, Emmerson Mnangagwa, who had been in exile for
several weeks since being fired as vice president. No one- not even the paper's reporters- was sure how the Herald would
cover it.

Would Mnangagwa get the same kind of flattering coverage Mugabe had received for so many years? Would the Herald
continue its streak of more objective reporting?
/''at night, Mnangagwa's speech veered into the anti-opposition rhetoric Mugabe had often used. "Those who oppose us
I(

wul bark and bark," he said. "They will continue to bark, but the ZANU-PF train will roll on, ruling and ruling while they

bark."
It was exactly the kind oflanguage many of the Herald's top reporters and editors had expressed concern about, a sign

Mnangagwa had no interest in forming a broad coalition.
The paper didn't cover that angle. Instead, it published positive news stories and editorials, including one on the front page
under the headline "President needs our maximum support. 11

Had the paper's brief window of freedom closed? Back in the newsroom, opinions were divided.
"Like any other media business, we are expected to toe the owner1S line,' 1 Koch ere said.

Share was more optimistic.
o
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11

Th ere are no sacred cows now," he said.

In the front entrance of the Herald, the portrait of Mngabe had already been taken down, lea,~ng a slightly discolored
rectangle on the wall where it once hung. The newsroom looked like any other- with piles of yellowing paper atop desks,
clusters of reporters discussing their stories, editors trying to plan the day's coverage.
Koch ere looked through a list of stmy pitches in the center of the room. Outside, a crowd was waiting for Mnangagwa to
arrive at the president's office, waiting to hear what he would say on the eve of his inauguration.
Koch ere sighed. She had been at the paper for 17 years. She knew the Herald as well as she knew Zimbabwean politics.
"I think a lot of people are going to be disappointed," she said. "It's a divided nation."

~

63 Comments

Kevin Sieff has been The Washington Post's Africa bureau chief since 2014. He served previously as the bureau
chief in Kabul and had covered the U.S.-Mexico border. II Follow @ks'leff
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EDamessen r
of hope: ZanU~PF
Tendai Mogabe
:~,,-,-,k-1 p_,,!:;'J(''2'

outcomes to the people of Zimbabwe.

ZANlr-PF has' deScribed its President(al candidate in the forthcoming gen-·
eral elections, President Mnangagwa, as
a trustworthy messenger ofhoJ?ekeen to
drvelop Zimbabwe through sustainable
economictransfonnation. '
,'
Inits2018 electionmanifestolatlnched
receritly; the partysaidPresidentM:na.'n~
gagwawasahighlyacc'essibleleaderwho,
en~edall people despite their social or
pro(essionalstandirig.
.
The party said President Mnangagwa
had a track record of s~nt leadership
since independence in 1980. .
, ~ED has a distinctive track record that
putshimingoodstandingforthehighest position in thepa,!tyandZimbabwet·
readspartofthe mahlfesto.
"His Contribution toZinlbabweand the
- partyisimmenseasdemqnstrated by his
illustriouscareer datingbackto the time
of the liberation struggle, ,
"He is a visionary and pragrria~leader,
who ·is destined-to bring: sustainable
development with its att~dant positive
'

·
_
.
,
•
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Telida1 Mugabe recently BUHERA
MDC ~faction leader MrNelson C~misa continued his Cloud cuckoo land
posturing over the weekend when he
promised people in Buhera that he
would upgrade Murambinda Growth
Point into a dty as big as Harare
within a few months if elected president.
Mr Chamisa, who has been legisla,tor
for Kuwadzanasince_thedeatl:IOf~- ·
more Jongwe ill 2002 where he failed to
equipletaloneroofalibraryhefoundina
dilapidated state, furtherp~ed.totrans_,_]'

I,.
.,

environment in the priV'ate and public
is an engaging and l;ligply accessectors (and) fight corrUption in all its ·
sibkl~ader who listens to the people;
forms and create a corruption-free Zin).engages with people regardless of their
babwethrotighcapacitating democratic
soda! and economic standing, is trustaccountability institutions like the Zim~
worthyandb~ieyes in thedignityofhard
babwe Aqti-Corruption Commission
work:"
.
'
(Zacc),Par!iamentary PortfolioCommitFurther. the party said President
'tees,theZimbabweRepublicPolice(ZRP)
Mnangagwa was an ·action-oriented
and capacitating citizens to report inci, leader wh,o believed in implementing
dencesOfcorruption,"readsthe ZANU-PF
promiseslnadetothepeople.
.
manifesto.
,
.
·.
"(He) upholds sound,ethlc:rl govern-'
The party also promisednon-interfer· ance practices that demand accountaence by the Executive in the operations.
bility; transparency and responsibility in
of constitutional institutions that comthemanagementofpubliCresourcesand
bat,corruptiOn; and to initiate a broadthe econOmy and believes in uplifting the
based Campaign on the need to uphold
living standards of all ZimbabWeans," the
sound ethical standards across all secmanifestocontinued.
tors.
,
.
. .
~ED believes in uplifting of the youth
ZANU-PF said it was keen-to attain
as the future of Zimbabwe. He is both a
ec9.no"mic growth rate·ofat least 6 per~
father and role m9del to the yo~th."
, cent per am;mm."between :1.018_ and
On corruption, the party-promised to
2023.,
.
_,
fighttbevkeinallits formsvv:ithoutfear . PreSident Mnangagwa ,
In line with this vision, thepartyis tar-,
or favour.
,
·
·
~
getingusss billion annual foreign direct
It also pledged to strep"gthen instltu- .mission and the Natiomil-Prosecuting . investmerlt inflows and,US$10 billion of·
tions mandated to deal with graft such Authority, among others...
.
domestic investment~ during the same
as the Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption Com' "(We)wantto ensure a corruption-free period. '
'
'
·
.
'
:
'
,
"ED
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formMurambindaMissioll Hospital into from Murambinda Growth Point 'to pinda muchipatara chakanaka chiri
. a_generalhospitaloveralldabovetarring MurarUbinda City. We_ want to develop hotera.
,
'
the 122km road from-Muram.binda to , Buherajntoacitynota town. Whysbould .
'.'Vana Murambinda dzinofanira kusBirchnough Bridge. . . .
. we develOp Buhera! We should not-go irhuka yavekuilzi.Murambinda9enera.l.
Addressingah1sfirstriillysincer_eturn- to Harare towithdi-aw our money. We Hospital (uchiti)_ ukapinda'unotanga
ing from a cringe-worthy trip to the me, . should not go to Ha:-areto sell our prod,- ku'rohwa nanurse anenge achildllcwaMr Chamisa said his «government" ucts.--.
.
,
~ ', _
zisaipapoakanhuhwipraakachenaane
would give every vil!age"i.Q. Buhera a
''We also want to-refurbish roads. znat'qtaachinyem':"'erera"
.
·
,
We want- this rqad from MuramMr Charoisa said,.should he get
tractor. ·_
. "Muralnbinda shouldnotremainas_,a binda to Birc;henough Bridge- to be into power; he_ :would abolish the bond
growth point ItshoUld develop to bb tarred."
_
.
noteli and int!oduc_e the us dollar and
town oq. C\tf., , . ·.
, . · . -Speaking 'on health car_e systems, South African fll-Ild ~currencies which
'1_want to.~ you th]l.t once I get into Mr Cbamisa said: "Munhu anofanira a!e already in the multi-currency
office,"Murambinda s~oul_d be_:~named ku_nyepedze~ lcurwara kuti angono- basket.
·
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, -. ,·Mr .Bitl,_ using .his. Twltte;r. t:andle @
: BitiTendai said:J'A' big_ rare smil~ from,
,Marange .. _·.;Manica)ar;~dr~grettably
. ·', ·., ·.-- ·' ··-.-.-,
: has'thehighestrate'ofpolygamy in the, · The ftgh~. between the two _senior
; co_unty.withl\5%- of~rnarried' perso.ns. officials came as the allfance is becom-.
inthis.com1T't1!1ityb~ing in p61ygarnous, ' ing i_ncreasir:glywobbiYwith_othercoa: unions.Educatlon_&deveiOpmentwill lition partners ~hre_atening to pulLout
eli_minate; these throw~bac~.fmm_our · over.Mi- C~misa's"bigcheadedness" '
. feudal pa!rt.". . . . ::·· .. ·. -.'. . :: . ,
an~, imposition of MDC~ candidates
. Irked by the tvyeet,_ Mr Mwo_nzOra:. iri several coristitUencies;
:' .resPc:;mded: "The people in· Marange .. , The. M.QC ~IUanc.E! i_s._m<;~de up of:.
· d~servetes.pect.They are~rtain)y'f1ot · seven political pal-ti~s.-MDC-T* led ,
i'feud~l:"..
~ -._ , ·..' _ ·. : ,: .,-:_ 'byMr'Nelson'.Chamisa;PDP·(MrTen_, ,Zi_l\lbabweanS also joined in·the, dai.BitO; MDC (Profes.soi-.Welshman·.
:th,read.withmo~Ciftheryi_.castig;:lting. Nt;Ube);1)<>n.sformZir:nbabyve'(l)llrJacob'
'MrBiti.for.~hestateme!'lts: . _,-,,
·.-.··
Nga,-ivhume);Zanl.l-Ndonga(MrDen-.

op;~~:~i::;~o:::~,~~~~~;:~::;,~ ~:~~~:~~:~~~;~:;~~;~~~~J~i

~.an.ce&MDC~T?:Orothertothepr_odiga\

' son nothappy?whne'@C!ickycweighed
in: ~'@DM"'fo,nzofcl Th~nks D_o~g wag~
; ona watsiura.munhu uyu.~'. :
.,
; Ar)other.tweet by,@jaCkiepar)ganai
·__read:~l@l3cft1Tenelai_Biti stoP \J_sing,scath 7
i_

1-ing'l<~nguage,,try~C? ~pressitil)abetter
.'.wayboss,wh~e:~tor~ncettadd~t*"You

andZimbabwepe'oplil-Arst(MrAgrippa'
Mutambara). . , ,
\tis believed that othei''politica! par.tlestl:lat<;r~ par:t.t?fthe pact are actively:
reviewingtheirpositio~ in the alliance,
aCC\.l_Sil'lg.-Mr C~_ami_sa Of bullying.
'
This.has-seen_Har:are West ~ational :
AssemblyNationa\Assemblym~rnber

:·are rigpt Adl,(ocate Mwonzora.t,his will · , Ms ~~s.sie: Majomewithdrawing from
: ~endarnes.iage'st:J:'il.ightawayto,MDC the- MDC~Tprimary elections citing-;
::_supp9rte~ti)at.thepartyis no~(is.~od-.' irreg\Jiatitie,s.: . :·'
~ ,atec(iry any'I'Vo/withthatst:atement._~· . : shesaicl- s\lewoUJd.stahdaSan inde~,
!: :,-_@bennyeketesaid~rueDouglas~Biti pendent in t11e':for:thcol!1ing general
':·anomborasika inhani 11 _.' :-_--·
:.electfor\s: '
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MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE

2 0 1 8 ELECTIONS IN ZIMBABWE
FIRST QUARTER (JAN- MAR 2018)
INTRODUCTION
The media have an ·ethical obligation to
be impartial observers of an election,

FAIRNESS & BALANCE

,h requires them to be fair and

ZANU-PF and MDC-T combined
for 94% of the coverage of political
parties. However there was more
negative sentiment for MDC-T as opposed
to ZANU PF.
•Women political actors make up 16% of the
political actors that featured in the news.
•All of ZBC's election related stories, that
were specific to particular
communities, had an
urban focus

(

balanced in their coverage of the
prevailing context. This report highlights
trends in Zimbabwean media's

performance as they cover the 2018
elections: The fo!towing indicators will be

assessed:
Fairness and balance

News Agenda
The use of Hate speech
The media's professional conduct.
Online communication practices
NEWS AGENDA

_N.B News platforms included in this
analysis are an iQdication of private and
publicly owned media in Zlmba~we's
mainstream and alternative media (see
( --,ex 1 for full list of n~ws platforms. __

KEY EVENTS
• The death of long-time opposition
leader Morgan T svangirai on 14 February

HATE SPEECH
Recorded hate speech was
mostly discriminatory against political
opposition and calls for political violence.
MEDIA'S CONDUCT
•There is a big challenge in the objectivity
of the media's coverage of election
related news
• 22% of the recorded election
stories were not objective.

• Political issues received the
widest media coverage, particularly
party politics with the biggest story
being the death of opposition party
leader Morgan TsvangiraL
• Political party campaigns
dominated the coverage of election
related news.

. 2018
• Biometric voter registration exercise
ended on 8 February -following the
registration of 5,2 million voters
• Appointment of a new Chairperson for
the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission,
Priscilla Chigumba on 31 January

ONLINE COMMUNICATION
PRACTICES
• There is high level of violent
interaction on Facebook.
• Zimbabwean citizens on Twitter
have very little interest in politics as
social issues dominate
e.g #UCL, #Visabae,
#Unplugged

FIRST QUAI'lTER JAN- MAR 2013

= = = = · ------

1. Did the media represent political players in a fair and balanced manner?
The monitored news outlets were not equitable in their coverage of political parties, 94% of the prominence was given to developments in ZANU PF
and MDC-T and 6°/o to the rest. Of these two parties, MDC-T was portrayed more negatively than ZANU PF.

This is indicated in the graphs below.
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF ZIMBABWE
HELD AT MASVINGO

CASE NO.

/18

In the matter between:

APPLICANT

FIRINNE TRUST operating as VERITAS

1st

VALERIE INGHAM-THORPE

znd

APPLICANT

BRIAN DESMOND CROZIER

3rd

APPLICANT

ZIMBABWE BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

1st

RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE NEWSPAPERS (1980) LIMITED

znd

RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE ELECTORAL COMMISSION

3rd

RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE MEDIA COMMISSION

4th

RESPONDENT

BROADCASTING AUTHORITY OF ZIMBABWE

5th

RESPONDENT

And

AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN DESMOND CROZIER

I, BRIAN DESMOND CROZIER, hereby make oath and state the
following:
1. I am the Third Applicant in this matter. I am a citizen of Zimbabwe
and a registered voter.

I am also a registered legal practitioner

and a member of the Board of Trustees of the First Applicant, the
FIRINNE TRUST which operates under the name VERITAS.
depose to this affidavit on my own behalf.

b!S

2. My address for serv1ce 1n this matter is care of my legal
practitioners MTETWA & NYAMBIRAI LEGAL PRACTITIONERS,
c/o Matatu & Mureri, FBC Building, 179 Robertson Street,
Masvingo.
3. I confirm that the Board of Trustees of the First Applicant has
authorized the Second Applicant, VALERIE INGHAM-THORPE, to
bring this application on behalf of all of the trustees the First
Applicant as well as its beneficiaries.
4. I have read the affidavit of the Second Applicant, VALERIE
INGHAM-THORPE, and I adopt and endorse the contentions

made therein.
5. For the reasons set out in the aforesaid affidavit of the Second
Applicant, I will move for the orders as set out in the draft order,
together with costs of suit.

SIGNED IN HARARE ON THE

:vrtnOF MAY 2018

Signed:

BRIAN DESMOND CROZIER
Before me:

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
REGINA R. MUTINDINDI
I.LB (HONS) (UZ)
· lGAL PllACTITIONER. NOTARY PUBLIC
CONVEYANCER.
COMMISSIONER Of OATHS
ZIMBABWE

IL
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF ZIMBABWE

CASE NO.

/18

HELD AT MASVINGO

In the matter between:

APPLICANT

FIRINNE TRUST operating as VERITAS

1st

VALERIE INGHAM-THORPE

2nd

BRIAN DESMOND CROZIER

3'd APPLICANT

APPLICANT

And

ZIMBABWE BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

1st

RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE NEWSPAPERS (1980) LIMITED

2nd

ZIMBABWE ELECTORAL COMMISSION

3'd RESPONDENT

ZIMBABWE MEDIA COMMISSION

4th

RESPONDENT

BROADCASTING AUTHORITY OF ZIMBABWE

5th

RESPONDENT

RESPONDENT

DRAFT ORDER

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE JUSTICE

MdMs.___________________
At MASVINGO on this the
Mr/ Mrs I Ms

day of

2018

for the Applicants

67

Respondent

MriMrs I Ms

1st

MriMrs I Ms

2nd Respondent

MriMrs I Ms

3'd Respondent

MriMrs I Ms

41h Respondent

MriMrs I Ms

5th

Respondent

WHEREUPON after reading documents filed of record and hearing

counsel;
It is hereby ordered that:
1. It be and hereby is declared that any and all broadcasting, reporting
and other communications by the First and Second Respondent
which is not impartial, which does not afford fair opportunity for
divergent views and dissenting opinions, and where the editorial
content is not independently determined is a violation of the right to
freedom of expression and freedom of the media enshrined in
section 61 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
2. The First and Second Respondents be and hereby are ordered to
ensure that their broadcasts, reporting and other communications
are impartial, that is, that their communication does not favour one
political party, candidate, person or cause over another, that both or
all sides of any issue are covered equally, that communication about

government or party programmes is objective, accurate and not
exaggerated, and that their communications do not portray opinion
as if it were fact;
3. The First and Second Respondents be and hereby are ordered to
ensure that their broadcasts, reporting and other communications
afford fair opportunity for divergent views and dissenting opinions,
that is, that political parties and candidates be given an equitable
opportunity to speak on their broadcasts and other communications;
that opinions and analysis proffered on their platforms should not be
one-sided but represent a multiplicity of views and opinions; that
where there are allegations of wrongdoing, iniquity or incompetence
or where a communication lays out a strong and damaging critique
of an individual, institution or party such persons should be given a
right of reply, that is, given a fair opportunity to respond to the
allegations;
4. The First and Second Respondents be and hereby are ordered to
ensure that its editorial content is independent, that is, that the staff
of the First and Second Respondents shall not take any instructions
from or be influenced by any government official, member of any
political party, or any external influence regarding the editorial
content of their broadcasts and communications;

5. The First and Second Respondent be and hereby are ordered to
comply with all of the provisions of section 160J of the Electoral Act
throughout the election period.
6. The First and Second Respondent be and hereby are ordered to
immediately afford all political parties and independent candidates
free access to all of their broadcasting services in terms of section
160G and to substantively comply with the requirements of the
section notwithstanding the absence of Regulations, that is, by
ensuring that there is fair and balanced allocation of time between
each political party and independent candidates and that each
political party or independent candidate is allowed a reasonable
opportunity to present their case;
7. The Third Respondent be and hereby is ordered to immediately
make Regulations as prescribed by section 160G(2) of the Electoral
I

Act to facilitate free and equitable access to public broadcasting

'

services by all political parties and independent candidates and
have such Regulations promulgated within three (3) weeks of the
granting of this order.
8. The Third Respondent be and hereby is ordered to disclose
precisely how it is going to monitor the news media during the
election period in terms of section 160K of the Electoral Act, what
criteria it will use to ensure that news reporting is fair and that the

media in general, and the First and Second Respondents in
particular, comply with their obligations under the Constitution and
the law.
9. The Fourth and Fifth Respondents be and hereby are ordered to
provide the Third Respondent with whatever assistance it may
require for the monitoring of the media during the election period.
10. The Fourth Respondent be and hereby is ordered to immediately

(

disclose what action it will take against any journalist or any other
person employed in the media who is found to have breached any
law or code of conduct and be and hereby is ordered to take action
where such breaches have occurred.
11. Respondents to bear, jointly and severally, Applicants' costs.

BY THE COURT/ REGISTRAR
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